
Certikin Wooden Pools
Superior wooden pools, British built to the highest quality



Certikin Wooden Pools are a superb

addition to any garden, providing

you and your family with years of

swimming fun, whilst its attractive

design blends in perfectly with

natural surroundings.



Turn your dreams of owning your own swimming pool into reality
with a Certikin Wooden Pool.

With the pressures and stresses of life today, personal well-being is of
paramount importance. Not only can swimming and general
water-based activities provide fun times and tranquil moments, they have
long been regarded by medical experts as being one of the most healthy leisure
pursuits, providing a low impact cardio-vascular workout.

Owning your own Certikin Wooden Pool will mean you can enjoy all of these benefits exactly
when you want to. Time consuming trips to and from the local leisure centre, or keeping up
with changing public swimming timetables, will soon be a thing of the past!

Your new Certikin Wooden Pool will bring together the most important things in your life –
your leisure time, your health, and your loved ones – as you transform your garden into a
private oasis for your exclusive enjoyment.

Naturally you will want to be absolutely confident that your purchase will
provide value for money. Certikin is proud to be Britain’s leading

swimming pool equipment manufacturer with 50 years of
experience. Certikin products are recognised within the
swimming pool industry as being of the highest quality,
backed by comprehensive manufacturing warranties and
the Certikin brand is not only synonymous with excellent
product quality, but also with first class (before and
after) service care.

Our nationwide network of dealers have a wealth of
knowledge and experience to help you through every
stage of your pool project and we are committed to
converting your dream of owning a swimming pool into an

exciting reality.

Certikin Wooden Pools are easy to build using the
Put-Together Log-Lap kit system. The structural timber has a 10 year

guarantee and all Certikin Wooden Pools use the high performance liner
system from our in-house liner production facility. Pool fittings are the highest

quality - the same as those used on in-ground pools.

All this adds up to giving you an Above Ground Pool with In-Ground qualities.

Why a Certikin Wooden Pool?

The summers will feel endless with our timber pool



Exit Ladder
Beautifully crafted to match
the rest of the pool, with
hardwood treads and soft
wood sides.

Entry Ladder
Manufactured from 316 grade
stainless steel, with a double
top tread and added structural
support bar to reduce liner
wear where it is needed most.

Log-lap Assembly
The Scandinavian redwood walls are professionally notched in-
house on our state-of-the-art machinery, to guarantee ease of

build and maximise the strength of the construction.

Wooden surround
A single plank wooden deck
(300mm wide, 50mm thick)
shows quality and adds strength
to the top lip of the pool.

Flow & Return Fittings
Our pool boasts a full size Certikin skimmer with inlets
and suction fittings to match.

Make all your summers endless!



Fastlane
Why not enhance the fun factor,
and boost exercise potential, with
the addition of the Fastlane
swimming machine? Easy to
install and available exclusively

from Certikin stockists.

Bubble Wall
With the Deluxe Kit, an air blower
can be added – giving you a
massage bubble wall to add to the
relaxation of a late afternoon swim.

Steel Brackets
The steel plates and foot shoes used in
the construction of the Certikin Endless
Summer Wooden Pool have been
designed to remove the need for extra
external bracing found on other timber
pools. All this adds up to give one of
the strongest free-standing pools on
the market.

Liner PatternsPool Package
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Adriatic Blue Sand Marble Mosaic Adriatic Blue /
Mosaic tileband

All our liners are manufactured in the UK at Certikin’s purpose-built factory from the finest (30thou)
materials using the most sophisticated technology in cutting and welding. Liners are available in the
colours above as standard. Bespoke alternatives are available – please ask for details.
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Pool package includes:
• Certikin Skimmer
• Certikin Return Flow Fittings
• Certikin Stainless Steel Internal
Ladder
• Wooden External Steps
• Certikin (30 thou) Vinyl Liner
• Filtration Pump
• Filter
• Maintenance Kit
• Solar Bubble Cover

Dimensions

Can’t see the size that you need? No problem. Certikin Wooden
Pools can be manufactured to bespoke sizes to suit your
requirements. Please contact your dealer for further details.



Pool Package
Pool package includes:
• Certikin Skimmer
• Certikin Return Flow Fittings
• Certikin Stainless Steel Internal
Ladder
• Wooden External Steps
• Certikin (30 thou) Vinyl Liner
• Filtration Pump
• Filter
• Maintenance Kit
• Solar Bubble Cover
• Fastlane counter current unit



“The Fastlane transforms your pool into a

full length Olympic swimming pool in your

back garden”

If you fancy more of a work out or are a competitive swimmer, why not add a ‘Fastlane’
and upgrade to our Dolphin Sport Pool. With the addition of the Fastlane counter current
device you can swim for as long as you choose without turning. Simply adjust the
Fastlane to your pace and enjoy swimming in a smooth, even, river like current. Ideal for
training or regular exercise, the Fastlane is the ultimate swimming machine – and the
kids will love it too because it’s just plain fun.

Swim speed control:
• Water resistant, wireless remote control
• 52 discreet programmable speeds
• Maximum speed of 5HP Fastlane: 66 second 100 yard pace

Dolphin Sport Wooden Pool
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Dimensions



Installation Process

“The ideal solution for having a pool in the garden. It was quick to erect and install and the kids were

swimming in the pool in a matter of days. Top-notch service and great product.”

Above Ground

Concrete level base Lay out the base structure and start to build the
wooden sections which fit together perfectly

Once constructed, add in the liner
and fill with water

Finished pool to be enjoyed by
all the family

In Ground

Dig the hole and prepare a flat base Build the wooden surround Once constructed, install the liner and
landscape the garden

Fill with water and enjoy with
all the family





Certikin Accessories

Energy efficient heating
Compac Heat Pump to heat your Certikin Wooden Pool? The most
economical and environmentally friendly heating solution, the
heat pump uses the natural and free energy in the air and trans-
fers it to your pool water.

Spend more time swimming and less time cleaning!
The Baracuda Pacer automatic pool cleaner is an ideal companion
to the Certikin Wooden Pool. Using the existing circulation sys-
tem it travels around the pool floor vacuuming up the debris, leav-
ing the pool clean and ready for swimming.

Secure your pool when not in use for complete peace of mind.
The Walu Woodstar manual safety cover conforms with the exacting
French NFP90-308 standards for pool safety and is easy to install
and operate. Available in a range of colours the Woodstar removes
the need for any other cover or roller system on your pool.

Safe, clear and inviting water.
The Nature 2 Fusion offers a blend of two treatments: Nature 2
mineral purification to prevent algae and clarify the water, com-
bined with a chlorine tablet dispenser to sanitise the water and
keep it healthy to swim in. Use Fusion for less fuss, and more
time to relax and enjoy your pool.

LED light
Brighten up your Certikin Wooden Pool at night with our
optional LED Undewater light.





Made in the UK
Certikin Wooden Pools are designed and built at our factory in Oxfordshire by skilled craftsmen. Certikin pool liners are

manufactured at our Yorkshire factory using the most sophisticated technology in cutting and welding.

Certikin International Limited
Witan Park, Avenue 2 Station Lane Industrial Estate, Witney, Oxfordshire OX28 4FJ

Tel: 01993 778855 Fax: 01993 778620 Email: info@certikin.co.uk Web: www.certikin.co.uk

brings water to life

Contact your Certikin stockist for prices and availability.

This literature is intended as a guide. The company reserves the right to change
the specification without notice




